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Abstract

Some classification problems, such as the NTCIR-
06 F-term patent classification task, have general or
specific relations between the target class labels. Con-
sequently, in such cases, it is desirable that the rela-
tions among the labels can be taken into account in the
evaluation measures. For example, if a system assigns
an incorrect label to one instance and the assigned la-
bel has close relation with the true label, then the sys-
tem may deserve some credit, rather than being given
no credit at all as is the case with conventional evalu-
ation measures.

In this paper we propose some new evaluation mea-
sures based on relations among classification labels,
which can be seen as the label relation sensitive ver-
sion of some important evaluation measures such as
averaged precision and F-measure. We also present
the results of applying the new evaluation measures to
all submitted runs for the NTCIR-6 F-term patent clas-
sification task. The new measure did change the rank-
ing positions of some runs (including the top runs in
some cases) made by the conventional measure, while
it kept the ranking position of many other runs.
Keywords: Evaluation Measure, Patent Classifica-
tion, NTCIR, A-Precision.

1 Introduction

In some multi-class classification problems, the
class labels are related with each other in a certain
fashion. One such example is patent classification
based on the F-term, one subtask in NTCIR-5 and 6
evaluation schemes [9], in which the class label F-
terms within one theme are related with each other in
a tree structure (see Section 2.4 for further details).
Another example is ontology-based information ex-
traction, which is a multi-class classification problem
where the class labels are concepts in an ontology (see,
e.g. [12]). Hereafter we refer to this kind of problems
as hierarchical classification problems.

In hierarchical classification problems, if an exact
classification cannot be determined, then a label taken

from the appropriate part of the class hierarchy is bet-
ter than assigning a label randomly or not producing
any label at all. For example, if a system cannot clas-
sify a new article about a football match correctly into
category Football, it would make more sense to clas-
sify the article into category Sport rather than Politics
in most cases.

Formally we can define a number c(X, Y ) to mea-
sure the misclassification cost of classifying an in-
stance of class X into class Y . A system’s perfor-
mance measure should be related to the cost — the less
cost the system obtains on evaluation data, the higher
performance the system has. Clearly, if the class labels
have the specific/general relations with each other, it
would make sense to make the cost c(X, Y ) rely on
the relation of the class X and Y . The closer relation
the two classes have, the lower the misclassification
cost between them should be.

However, unfortunately, the conventional measures,
such as those used in the F-term patent classification
subtasks in NTCIR-5 and NTCIR-6, simply defined
the cost as a binary value, which is equal to 1 if the
two classes are the same and 0 otherwise. Obviously
binary cost does not take into account the relations
among the classes1.

It is worth noting that some previous work on hi-
erarchical classification has used evaluation measures
which were sensitive to the relations among the tar-
get classes. For example, [13] defined the cost of
two classes as the height of the first common ances-
tor of the two classes in the taxonomy in their taxo-
nomical document classification experiments, and [6]
used the distance of two concepts in taxonomy as the
cost. Both authors used the error rate based on the
cost they defined to measure the results of their ex-
periments. [12] defined cost for ontology-based infor-
mation extraction, based on the BDM measure (which
will be explained in more detail in Section 2) and used
F-measure based on this cost to measure system per-

1It should be noted that the organisers of the patent classification
subtask at NTCIR-6 had recognised the problem of using binary
cost for the F-term classification and encouraged the participants of
the subtask to consider new evaluation measures which take into ac-
count the relations among the F-terms, which is the main motivation
of the work presented here.����������������
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formance.
However, none of this work has adopted the

structure-sensitive cost in an important measure in in-
formation retrieval and document classification, such
as averaged precision, which is one of the main contri-
butions of this work.

In fact, averaged precision has been adopted as the
primary measure in the NTCIR patent classification
subtask and as one of primary measures in the infor-
mation retrieval tracks of the TREC competition (see
http://trec.nist.gov/pubs.html). However, both use av-
eraged precision based on binary cost, which does not
take into account the relations among the categories.

In this paper we present the averaged precision
based on general cost. In particular, we adapt the av-
eraged precision for using the BDM cost measure and
use it to evaluate all submitted systems for the formal
run of the patent classification subtask at NTCIR-6,
which is another main contribution of this paper.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Sec-
tion 2 discusses the definition of misclassification cost,
in particular the one based on the BDM measure. It
then describes averaged precision as well as the F-
measure based on the general cost. Section 3 presents
the results of using the BDM-based averaged precision
on all runs submitted to the NTCIR-6 patent classi-
fication subtask, and compares them with the official
results which are based on binary cost. Section 4 con-
cludes with a summary and a discussion.

2 Cost-Based Evaluation Measures

2.1 Misclassification cost

Misclassification cost has been studied mainly in
two communities: hierarchical classification learning
and ontology engineering.

Work on hierarchical classification uses some non-
binary cost in the learning algorithms as well as in
defining cost-sensitive evaluation measures. Actually
the advantage of a hierarchical classification algorithm
over flat classification is often demonstrated better by
the cost based measure than by the conventional bi-
nary measure. However, since the cost definition is not
their main concern, the cost functions used are often
very simple. For example, in both [6] and [3] where
new margin-based learning algorithms for hierarchi-
cal classification are investigated, the cost c(X, Y ) is
defined as the distance between the two nodes X and
Y in the class label tree, namely the number of edges
in the shortest path connecting nodes X and Y . [13]
defines the cost of two classes as the height of the
first common ancestor of the two classes in the tax-
onomy in their taxonomic document classification ex-
periments.

In contrast, cost functions have been studied exten-
sively in the ontology engineering community (see e.g.

[5]). Here ontology refers to a form of knowledge rep-
resentation in which the concepts and their relations
in a given domain can be represented by a graph, e.g.
the nodes in a graph correspond to the concepts of the
domain and the links between the nodes represent the
relations between them. In this field it is paramount to
be able to measure the cost of misclassifying instances
under the wrong ontology class or to be able to com-
pare two ontology or errors in automatically learnt tax-
onomies (see e.g. [12, 2, 7]).

There are a number of requirements that need to be
satisfied in the definition of a quantitive measure be-
tween two concepts. In the following we first discuss
some of those requirements. Then we introduce two
promising cost functions, arising from ontology engi-
neering, which are based on learning accuracy and the
BDM, respectively.

[1] studied word sense disambiguation using Word-
Net, which can be regarded as an English lexicalised
ontology. The paper suggested some criteria for mea-
suring closeness of two concepts organised in a graph,
which are useful for the definition of cost function be-
tween them:

1. The measure should be dependent on length of
the shortest path connecting the two concepts in-
volved.

2. The concepts in a deeper part of the hierarchy
should be closer.

3. Concepts in a dense part of the hierarchy should
be relatively closer than those in sparse region.

4. The measure should be independent of the num-
ber of concepts in the graph.

It is worth noting that the definition of cost func-
tion based on the shortest distance of two concepts in
a graph meets the first criterion but not the others, and
the cost definition used in [13] satisfies the second cri-
terion only.

2.2 Learning accuracy

[4] use a measure called Learning Accuracy to as-
sess how well an instance was added to ontology. This
measure was used originally in [8] to measure whether
a concept had been added at the right level of the ontol-
ogy, but it can be equally applied to measure how well
an instance has been added in the right place. Learn-
ing Accuracy (LA) essentially measures “the degree to
which the system correctly predicts the concept class
which subsumes the target concept to be learned”.

LA uses the following measurements:

• SP = the shortest length from root to the key con-
cept����������������
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• FP = shortest length from root to the predicted
concept.

• CP = shortest length from root to the MSCA
(Most Specific Common Abstraction, i.e. the
lowest concept common to SP and FP paths)

• DP = shortest length from MSCA to predicted
concept

The LA is defined via the following equation,

LA =

{
CP/SP = 1 if FP = 0

CP/(FP + DP ) otherwise

Essentially, this measure provides a score on a scale
between 0 and 1 for any concepts identified in an in-
correct position in the ontology. If a concept is missing
or spurious, the score is 0, and if it is correct, the score
is 1 (as with Precision and Recall). So this method
provides an indication of how serious the error is, and
weights it accordingly. We can deduce a cost from LA
easily, e.g. as 1 − LA.

We can see that LA is dependent on the shortest
path connecting the two concepts and also the deep-
ness of the two concepts in the ontology. Hence it
is compatible with the first two criteria listed above.
However, it does not take into account the local con-
cept density. It is not normalised with respect to the
size of ontology either. In another word, it does not
meet the other two criteria.

Also from the definition we can see that LA is
asymmetric for the two concepts involved, namely the
key concept and the predicted concept, as DP is in-
volved in the main definition of the LA but SP is not.
It means that LA does not take into account the dis-
tance of the key concept from the MSCA. LA is equal
to 1 as long as the predicted concept is an ancestor
of the correct concept. In the extreme case, a useless
classifier that always predicted the root concept would
obtain a perfect LA score. Interestingly, an opposite
intuition was adopted in [3] which stated that “if a mis-
take is made at node i, then further mistakes made in
the subtree rooted at i are unimportant”, meaning that
it did not consider the distance between the predicted
concept and the MSCA. In contrast, the BDM formula
treats the two involved concepts symmetrically, as can
be seen below.

2.3 BDM measure

Recently a new cost measure, called BDM , has
been proposed for ontology-based information extrac-
tion [11, 12], which can be seen as an improved ver-
sion of LA.

In detail, given a key concept K and a predicted
concept R in an ontology, the BDM measure for K

and R, BDM(K, R), is defined as

CP/n0

CP/n0 + DPK/(n2 ∗ BR) + DPR/(n3 ∗ BR)

(1)
The parameters and variable used in above equation
are explained in the following,

• CP is the length of the shortest path from the root
concept to MSCA, as in the definition of LA.

• DPK and DPR are the lengths of the shortest
paths from MSCA to the key and response nodes,
respectively.

• n2 and n3 are the averaged lengths of chains
(from the root node to a leaf node) containing the
key and response nodes, respectively.

• n0 is the averaged length of all chains (also from
the root node to a leaf node) in the ontology
graph, which is used in the formula for normalis-
ing the two specific chain lengths n2 and n3 such
that the measure is not sensitive to the size of the
ontology (refer to the fourth criterion).

• BR represents the concept density of the local
area containing the key and response concepts,
which is computed as the averaged number of
branches of the nodes between the MSCA node
and the key node or between the MSCA node and
the response node, and is normalised by the av-
eraged number of branches over all nodes in the
graph.

Note that n0, n2 and n3 are used together for repre-
senting the vertical density of the local area containing
the key and predicted nodes. BR is used for measur-
ing the traversal density of the local area. The larger
BR results in the higher BDM score, which makes
the BDM satisfy the fourth requirement listed above.

Finally, we may define a misclassification cost,
based on the BDM measure as CBDM (R, K) =

1 − BDM(R, K), because the BDM measure is be-
tween 0 and 1 and is in proportion to the closeness of
two nodes in the graph.

In comparison to the LA, BDM is normalised with
respect to the size of ontology and also takes into ac-
count the concept density of the area containing the
two involved concepts. Therefore the BDM satisfies
all four criteria listed above. Moreover, BDM treats
the key and predicted concepts equally, which is re-
quired in applications such as F-term patent classifica-
tion.

2.4 Cost based evaluation measures

The three main measures used in the F-term patent
classification subtask of NTCIR-6 are A-Precision, R-
Precision and F-measure, of which the A-Precision is����������������
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the primary one. The official evaluation script of the
subtask adopted a binary cost which is 1 for one exact
match and 0 otherwise. Here we propose the extension
of the three measures to a general cost function.

First note that the central part of the computations
of all three measures is the computation of precision
for any set of test examples. Both A-Precision and R-
Precision are derived from a ranked sequence of text
examples. A-Precision is the mean of the precisions
at all recall levels of the ranked example sequence. R-
Precision is the mean of the precisions at some pre-
defined recall levels. F-measure is the harmonic mean
of precision and recall for a particular subset of test
examples that are defined by the system for evaluation.

Given a particular class X of a multi-class classi-
fication problem and a subset S of test example with
the predicted class labels, the conventional precision
for one class is the ratio of the number of the exactly
matched examples nmatch to the total number of the
examples in the subset S, namely

P =
nmatch

|S|
(2)

where the exactly matched example means that the ex-
ample has the true class label X and is correctly clas-
sified into the class X .

If the classes in the classification problem are re-
lated with each other and a cost function c(X, Y ) is
defined on the relations of the classes, then in the com-
putation of the precision, we can consider not only
the exactly matched examples, but also those exam-
ples which should have been classified as X but were
classified as another class, related to X . We refer to
these latter examples as partially matched examples.

The contribution of a partially matched example
can be calculated on the basis of the cost between the
correct class and the class assigned by the system. For-
mally, assume that the test examples which are in the
subset S and belong to class X constitute the set S0,
and each example e in set S0 is classified into the class
Ye, then the precision based on the cost function is de-
fined as

Pcost =

∑
e∈S0

(1 − c(X, Ye))

|S|
(3)

Hence, the lower the cost c(X, Ye) is, the more con-
tribution the example e makes to the precision. In
other words, the more similar classes X and Ye are,
the smaller the misclassification mistake is.

Once we have defined cost-based precision for any
given subset of test examples, the calculation of A-
Precision, R-Precision and F-measure is straightfor-
ward, as defined above.

However, the F-term patent classification subtask at
NTCIR-6 is a harder multi-class document classifica-
tion problem, because each document may belong to

more than one class. Thus, in such cases, some fur-
ther consideration is needed in the definition of cost-
based precision, which will be discussed in the follow-
ing section.

3 Cost Based Measures for F-term
Patent Classification

3.1 F-term patent classification

In this subsection we give a brief introduction to the
F-term patent classification problem; for further de-
tails see [9]. Patent classification is a necessary step of
patent processing. The most widely used patent clas-
sification taxonomy is IPC. The Japanese Patent Of-
fice provides a two-level patent classification scheme.
The first level denoted as FI is an extension of IPC,
which refers to a set of themes in the patent. For exam-
ple, the theme 2C088 is about “Pinball game machines
(i.e., pachinko and the like)”. Each theme has a collec-
tion of viewpoints for specifying possible aspects of
the patent within the theme. Each viewpoint has a list
of possible elements. Those viewpoints and the cor-
responding elements for each theme are encoded by
the F-terms of the theme, which are the second level
of that patent classification scheme. The theme 2C088
has the viewpoint AA for “Machine detail”, the view-
point BA for “Processing of pachinko ball”, and the
viewpoint BB for “Card systems”. The viewpoint AA
has the elements such as AA01 for “Standard pachinko
games (i.e., vertical pinball machines)” and AA65 for
“Special pachinko games”. Hence, the F-terms un-
der each theme have specific/general relations among
them.

A subset of the F-terms for theme 2C088 and the
relations between those F-terms is illustrated in Figure
1. Note that a root node is added as the parent node
of all viewpoint F-terms. In our experiments the BDM
measure between two F-terms under the same theme
is computed on the structure shown in Figure 1. The
BDM measure for some pairs of the F-terms shown in
Figure 1 are presented in Table 1.

Each system participating in the NTCIR-6 F-term
patent classification subtask was required, given a
patent and a theme that the patent belongs to, to clas-
sify the patent into F-terms of the given theme. In
other words, the system assigned some suitable F-
terms to the patent for the given theme, which are used
to compute the F-measure of the system.

The task also required each participating system to
rank of up to 200 F-terms for each patent and theme,
which are used for the computation of A-Precision and
R-Precision.

A peculiarity of this patent classification task is that
a patent may have more than one themes and under
each theme may have many F-terms. This is differ-
ent from normal document classification where each����������������
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Table 1. The BDM measure for some pairs of the F-terms shown in Fig. 1.

BDM AA BA AA01 AA65 AA02 AA03
AA 1.00 0.00 0.64 0.61 0.63 0.47
BA 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
AA01 0.64 0.00 1.00 0.45 0.90 0.75
AA65 0.61 0.00 0.45 1.00 0.50 0.38
AA02 0.63 0.00 0.90 0.50 1.00 0.76
AA03 0.47 0.00 0.75 0.38 0.76 1.00

Figure 1. A subset of all F-terms for
theme 2C088 and the relations between
them

document is classified into one or more categories and
the evaluation measure is computed for each category.
Consequently, in F-term patent classification the eval-
uation measures for each document are computed from
a ranked list or a subset of F-terms. In other words,
the evaluation metrics for normal document classifi-
cation use documents as the test examples while in
F-term patent classification the test examples are F-
terms. Therefore the cost-based measure for F-term
classification is different from that for normal docu-
ment classification and will be defined next.

3.2 Cost based measures for F-term classifi-
cation

As already discussed, the evaluation of F-term clas-
sification is on a ranked list or subset of F-terms for
each patent. In this case there are several ways in
which one can calculate the partial matches in the pre-
cision formula, given a ranked list or a subset of F-
terms (see 3). Here we consider two of these methods,
one extremely generous and one extremely conserva-
tive.

First, let us assume that we want to compute a cost-
based precision for a patent and the subset S1 of F-
terms which the system has assigned to the patent. The
possibly most generous way is, for each F-term F in
the considered subset, select the maximal BDM mea-
sure BDMF among the BDMs between the F-term F

and each of true F-terms for the patent. Then the pre-
cision of the subset S1 for the patent is computed by

PBDMhigh
=

∑
F∈S1

BDMF

|S1|
(4)

Note that in the above the BDM is used directly rather
than the cost function.

Another method is the most conservative one. As-
sume that the F-term set T contains those F-terms in
the set S1 which are the true F-terms of the patent. For
each F of those true F-terms for the patent which are
not in the subset S1, selects the maximal BDM mea-
sure BDMF among the BDMs between the F-term F
and those F-terms in the subset S1 − T , namely the
F-terms which are in the set S1 but are not the true F-
terms of the patent. Then the precision is computed
by

PBDMlow
=

∑
F∈(S1−T ) BDMF + |T |

|S1|
(5)

We used the BDM-based evaluation measure to
evaluate all the submitted runs of the F-term patent
classification subtask at NTCIR-6, which will be pre-
sented in next subsection. Since the precision compu-
tation (4) results in higher value than that by (5), for
the sake of convenience, we refer to the BDM evalua-
tion measure with (4) as BDMHigh and the one based
on (5) as BDMLow.

3.3 Results Comparison

We have evaluated all 43 submitted formal runs
(from different systems) for the F-term patent classi-
fication subtask at NTCIR-6, by using the evaluation
measures based on BDM High and BDM Low, respec-
tively. First, we computed the BDM scores for the F-
terms under each of the themes considered. Then we
re-used the evaluation script released by the organisers
of the patent classification subtask at NTCIR-6, after
making the necessary modifications on the part of the
precision computations in the script by using the BDM
measure and the precision computation formula (4) or
(5) presented above. For the sake of simplicity, we re-
fer to the officially released results as Binary, because
they adopted a binary cost function.����������������
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The A-Precision results are presented in Figure 2
and Figure 3, which shows the absolute values of the
BDM and binary scores and the differences in the val-
ues of these scores, respectively. The R-Precision re-
sults are in Figure 4 and Figure 5, whereas the F-
measure ones are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7.

In order to investigate the effects of the BDM scores
on the ranking of the submitted runs, we computed the
Kendall tau rank correlation coefficient for each of the
BDM scores against the corresponding binary score
(see e.g. [14]). The Kendall tau coefficient is used
to measure the degree of correspondence between two
rankings of the same objects. It has value of 1 if the
two rankings are the same and -1 if one ranking is the
reverse of another ranking. For other cases it has a
value between -1 and 1. Particularly, if the two rank-
ings are completely independent, it has a value of 0
For each of the three measures used in the NTCIR-
6 patent classification subtask, e.g. A-Precision, we
computed a Kendall’s tau value for the two rankings
of the 43 submitted runs respectively according to the
binary score and one of the two BDM scores, by using
an on-line Kendall’s tau computation software [15].

Table 2 presents the Kendall’s tau for the six pairs
of rankings. All correlation coefficients are less than
1, showing that using the BDM scores did change the
ranking of the submitted runs made by the binary mea-
sures. However, those coefficients were quite close
to 1, in particular the values for A-Precision and R-
Precision. Hence there are many agreements between
the ranking produced by the BDM score and that pro-
duced by the binary score.

Table 2. The Kendall’s tau for six pairs
of rankings. Each pair consists of one
ranking of all the submitted runs by one
BDM score and another ranking by the
corresponding binary score.

A-Precision R-Precision F-measure
High 0.887 0.861 0.614
Low 0.912 0.848 0.752

We also manually checked the ranking changes
made the BDM scores. For A-Precision, the 8 runs
with the highest binary A-Precision scores did not
change the ranking by any of the two BDM scores.
For R-Precision, by using the high BDM score the
run GATE-3 became the third highest, while it was
the highest according to the binary score. However,
the R-Precision scores of GATE-03 were very close
to those of the two runs NCS01 and NCS02 which
were swapped with the GATE-03, as shown in Table 3.
For the F-measure, GATE-04 had the same high BDM
score as NCS02, but the binary score of the former was
slightly lower than that of the latter (the F-measures of

both were only lower than that of GATE-03). There-
fore, in some cases the BDM scores changed the rank-
ing of the top runs, but only because those runs had
very close binary scores.

Table 3. R-Precision of the three best
runs: binary measure scores and two
BDM measure scores.

GATE-03 NCS01 NCS02
Binary 0.4363 0.4314 0.4314
BDM high 0.6194 0.6241 0.6241
BDM low 0.5797 0.5792 0.5792

From Figures 3, 5 and 7 we can easily see the two
runs GATE-01 and GATE-02 had much bigger differ-
ences between the binary score and the BDM scores
than other runs. That is because the two runs adopted
a hierarchical classification learning algorithms, while
other runs such as GATE-03 and GATE-04 used flat
classification. Please refer to [10] for the detailed de-
scription of the four runs from the GATE group.

By using the hierarchical classification algorithm,
if an instance is not classified correctly, the system
would classify it into the class which is close to the
true class. In contrast the flat classification does not
consider the relations between the classes at all. On
the other hand, the BDM measure takes into account
the exact matches as well as the partial matches while
the binary measure only takes into account the ex-
act matches. Since the hierarchical classification had
many more partial matches between two close classes
than the flat classification, the former resulted in much
higher difference between the BDM score and binary
score than the latter. However, unfortunately, be-
cause the algorithm used in the two runs GATE-01
and GATE-02 resulted in so much fewer exact matches
than other runs such as GATE-03 and GATE-04 (re-
fer to [10] for an analysis of the reasons), their BDM
scores were not as high as those of the top runs, al-
though they increased much more than the scores of
other runs.

4 Conclusions

We extend the three important evaluation measures,
A-Precision, R-Precision and F-measure for document
classification and information retrieval to make them
take into account the relations between classes in
the case of hierarchical classification tasks. We also
adapt the generalised measures to the NTCIR-6 F-term
patent classification subtask by using the cost function
based on the state-of-the-art BDM measure.

We apply those generalised measures to all runs
submitted to the NTCIR-6 patent classification sub-
task. The results show that the BDM scores did change����������������
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the ranking of some of the submitted runs, as assigned
by the binary scores, although in many cases the re-
sults remained unchanged. One interesting finding is
that the BDM score swapped the run with the best bi-
nary R-Precision score with the second and third best
runs in the ranking. The different classification al-
gorithms adopted by the runs from the GATE group,
namely the hierarchical classification vs. the flat clas-
sification, were nicely reflected in the differences be-
tween the BDM scores and the binary scores of these
runs.

The question of which measure (cost-based or bi-
nary one) is better is really dependent upon the appli-
cation in which the measure will be used. If an appli-
cation is not concerned with scoring partial matches,
then the binary measure is more appropriate. On the
other hand, if an application needs to take into ac-
count the misclassification cost in some form or an-
other, then a cost-sensitive measure would surely be
more suitable than the binary one.
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Figure 2. The A-precision evaluation results of all 43 submitted runs for the F-term patent
classification subtask at NTCIR-6 by using the cost-based measures BDM High and BDM Low,
together with the results using the official evaluation script which uses binary cost. The
horizontal axis is for the following systems (from right to left): GATE01, GATE02, GATE03,
GATE04, JSPAT01, JSPAT02, NCS01 ,NCS02, NICT01, NICT02 ,NICT03 ,NICT04 ,NICT05
,NUT01, NUT02, NUT03, NUT04, NUT05, NUT06, RDNDC01, RDNDC02, RDNDC03, RDNDC04,
RDNDC05, and RDNDC06, and RDNDC07–24.

Figure 3. The differences of the A-precision evaluation results between the BDM based
scores BDM High (and BDM Low) and the binary based scores for all the 43 submitted runs
for the NTCIR-6 F-term patent classification subtask. The horizontal axis is for the 43 runs
which are the same as those in Figure 2.
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Figure 4. The R-Precision evaluation results of all the 43 submitted runs for the F-term patent
classification subtask at NTCIR-6 by using the cost based measures BDM High and BDM Low,
together with the results using the official evaluation script which using the binary cost. The
horizontal axis is for the 43 runs which are the same as those in Figure 2.

Figure 5. The differences of the R-precision evaluation results between the BDM based
scores BDM High (and BDM Low) and the binary based measures for all the 43 submitted
runs for the NTCIR-6 F-term patent classification subtask. The horizontal axis is for the 43
runs which are the same as those in Figure 2.
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Figure 6. The F-measure evaluation results of all the 43 submitted runs for the F-term patent
classification subtask at NTCIR-6 by using the cost based measures BDM High and BDM Low,
together with the results using the official evaluation script which using the binary cost. The
horizontal axis is for the 43 runs which are the same as those in Figure 2.

Figure 7. The differences of the F-measure evaluation results between the BDM based scores
BDM High (and BDM Low) and the binary based scores for all the 43 submitted runs for the
NTCIR-6 F-term patent classification subtask. The horizontal axis is for the 43 runs which
are the same as those in Figure 2.
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